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“Whenever evil befalls us, we ought to ask ourselves, 
after the first suffering, how we can turn it in to good. So 
shall we take occasion, from one bitter root, raise perhaps 

many flowers”. Leigh Hunt.

Dear Christites, 

Greetings to you all. 
Since about a year we all have been going through varied 
experiences of unprecedented strain and struggle. Now we 
are not that panic, as we have learnt much to get along with 
the new reality. New hope has sprung out , replacing our shattered dreams, and learnt to 
have deeper and sterner faith in God, in ourselves, in others and in the situations, in spite of  
all that may  come in our way. In other words, we are seasoned by our experiences and 
thus, are made firm and stern in our faith and hope. 

Faith is like a small lamp in a dark forest. It does not show everything at once, but gives 
enough light for the next step to be safe. “Hope is being able to see that there is light despite 
all of the darkness”, says Desmund Tutu.  As long as we have hope, we have direction, the 
energy to move, and the map to move by. So faith and hope are inter connected, mutually 
supportive, and very powerful to direct us to better insights and newer visions. 

As the builders of tomorrow, we ought to develop these qualities and to temper our life for 
a better future. Adversity, misery, grief, failure, or joy, success, happiness, position, power 
and money all have to be accepted with the attitude built up on the qualities of faith and 
hope. 

In time of trial or distress, in prosperity as in adversity, for every change or chance of 
fortune, let's keep in our mind the magic motto: “This, too, shall pass away”, and it would 
ease the heart and mind in every circumstances. Paul Hamilton Hayne, the American Poet 
has presented it beautifully in his short poem: 

“Art thou in misery, brother? Then I pray
 Be comforted. Thy grief shall pass away… 
 Art thou in danger? Still let reason sway,
 And cling to hope: this, too, shall pass away…
 Whatever thou art, wherever thy footsteps stray,
 Heed these wise words: This too shall pass away!”

Let's learn to cultivate the positive attitude of faith and hope, that would always help us 
in our strides towards future. May success be yours…!

Wishing you all a goodtime,



Do Your Best and Let God Do The Rest

It is said that “man can live about forty days without food, about three days without water, about 

eight minutes without air, but only for one second without hope and faith.” Hope and faith can be 

the difference between success and failure. You can withstand so much if you know you have 

people who support you and are looking out for you. You can face just about anything, as long as you don't 

lose the hope that you can succeed. Even hope and faith as tiny as a mustard seed, can produce 

mountainous amounts of blessings.

 Now, does that mean you will be successful at everything you go after? Absolutely not. As Ralph 

Nader said, “Your best teacher is your last mistake.” If you continue to persevere, learning from your 

failures, you will eventually succeed. Whether it's running, walking, or crawling…progress is progress. As it 

is often said, “In the confrontation between the stream and the rock, the stream always wins…not through 

strength, but through faith. Faith and hope are both keys to success.

  Faith is the substance of hope and hope awakens faith. There is an interactive dynamic between 

faith and hope. Faith gives life to hope and hope strengthens our faith. You can't have one without the other. 

When we rightly discover God, we will undoubtedly find faith and be filled with hope. 

Fr. Martin Onnasseril CMI

Vice Principal

Vice Principal’s Message

Administrator’s Message

Have Faith, Have Hope

Christy Brown is an Irish writer and painter who is considered as the second-best writer in Irish 

literature after James Joyce. He was born into a working-class Irish family in Dublin and he had 

22 siblings. After his birth, doctors discovered that he had a severe cerebral palsy, a neurological 

disorder which left him almost entirely paralytic. Brown could not hold his head upright or control his body 

movements. Although the doctors did not believe in his intelligence, his mother, Bridget Fagan, did not lose 

faith in her son and supported in all the ways possible for her. Every day when her other children left for 

school, she placed a small word in front of him and started writing the alphabet, grammar etc. For many 

months there was no change in his nature. But one day she noticed that there was a movement in his left foot 

toe. That increased her hope. She continued her effort. At the age of five, one day his mother put a small 

chalk in between the fingers of his left foot and he could mark the letter 'A' in the floor with that. Then he 

started to write with his left foot and that became his way of communication. At the age of 18, Brown went to 

Lourdes in France and there he met a lot of people whose handicaps were even worse than his. There he 

decided to accept himself and to do the best with what he had. Brown wrote many books and his most 

famous book is his autobiography 'My Left Foot'. 

 St. Paul in his first letter to Corinthians says, “These three of them remain: faith, hop and love”. Dear 

children, Bridget Fagan and Christy Brown is a model for us to have faith and hope in our life.

Fr. Reji Koodapattu CMI

Finance Administrator
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 Faith is the strongest factor in which we believe and hope is an optimistic attitude towards 

the things we do in our life. Faith can motivate us in many ways such as inner strength, to be 

selfless, to understand the purpose in life, to overcome stress and to find solution for the 

problems we face. One can have hope by acknowledging strengths indulging supportive 

relationships and engaging in pleasurable activities. These actions give us joy, peace, courage, 

confidence. 

 Amidst the pandemic, it is important to hope for a better future, especially in the system of Education. 

The present scenario has tied each and everyone physically and mentally. The only attitude that can be 

raised among us is to “Have Faith and Have Hope”.

 We all believe and hope that our future will be better. 'Hope' means a desire for things that 

change to a better way. 'Faith' helps to discover the purpose of life, and to alleviate anxiety and 

fear in us. The current pandemic enthuses everyone to have deeper Faith and greater Hope. 

Outdoor activities and socialising have come to a standstill. The situation has taught us that 

everything that has been believed   to revolve around us was transitory. Office, gym, malls, movies etc. have 

gone for a toss as we are learning to live without them. In this tough situations, we need to learn and practice 

to mend ourselves in faith and continue to hope for the better.
 

FEW WAYS TO HELP YOU TO KEEP YOUR HOPES HIGH
Ÿ Remember that everything is teaching us a lesson.
Ÿ Concentrate more on activities that makes you Happy
Ÿ Accept the things which you cannot change.
Ÿ Always try to have a positive mindset.
Ÿ Spend quality time with family and friends.
Ÿ Practice gratitude.
Ÿ Always look at the possibilities in life not limitations.
Ÿ Practice act of kindness.

Ms. Sherine James
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Editorial

From The Counselor’s Desk

 “I am the light of the world. Whoever follows me will not walk in darkness, but will 

have the light of life.” (John 8:12).

 It has been a strange year and there are several changes at the moment for the school 

schedules, but one thing hasn't changed that we hope for the best academic years to come. We 

have gone through ups and downs of online classes. As we enter into the Christmas season, we are 

entering into the season of Hope and Faith. Through the birth of Jesus Christ, the world has received the 

greatest message of Hope. Jesus' birth was the hope to the people who were longing for the salvation. Let 

us take the significance of the birth of Christ to the present scenario and have faith for the betterment 

of the future. Similarly, let this Christmas bring hope for the normalcy of our lives. May we experience the 

joy of Christmas, and hope that the Infant born in the manger hold our anxious world in his hands and set 

free from the clutches of pandemic.  

                                                                                          Mr. Canute Montero

Teachers’ Corner

Ms. Mable Paul



Parent’s Corner

“True faith means holding nothing back. It means putting every hope in God's fidelity to His Promises”, 

says Francis Chan.

This is a tough situation in which we are living in. There is a new normal in every aspect of life. The only 

constant thing is having our faith and hope in everything around us.

 Faith is something that helps us to survive when we have nothing left. Faith and hope help us to tide over any 

problem. This pandemic experience has taught the importance of keeping faith and having hope which most of us had 

invariably forgotten in materialistic desires and greed for wealth. Let us all hope that we will get over and win this 

battle soon. Having faith in God will definitely lead us to the light at the end of the tunnel.

 It is the right time to realize that we still have faith and hope in order to see the bright downing day. In times of 

difficulty, all we can do is patiently have faith and hope. It is notable to state that the existence of life since time 

immemorial is rooted in faith and hope. Having faith in whatever we do brings out the best in us and raises our hopes to 

excel.
 
 “Never Lose Faith. Never Lose Hope”
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The unprecedented downturn of events across the world, due to the ravages of the pandemic, has led to a 

situation, where hope dwindled on millions of faces for the betterment of future. The miseries in various 

fields pushed us to redefine the way we live. Despite the worst ever catastrophe of the century, life started 

peddling back to normal, albeit at a very slow pace. Humans learned to tweak our way of living with an 

eternal hope of having a better day than the day gone by.

 The faith in God, the faith in ourselves, the faith in the administration, and almost in everything, has started to 

neck up, promising a better tomorrow. It's only the unquestionable faith, which was, which is and which will always 

encourage us to have the unfailing hope to pull our back foot and step forward. As the ancient saying “It's the Hope that 

can help us to see the light at the end of the tunnel. It's the Faith that can even Move Mountains”.

 Have Hope Have Faith                                          

“Now faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen. For by it the people of old 

received their commendation. By faith we understand that the universe was created by the Word of God, so 

that what is seen was not made out of things that are visible.” (Hebrews 11:1-3).

When we are in darkness Faith is the only light in our hearts. Faith and Hope give us the confidence to live 

our life to the fullest. They are conscious decisions to believe in something that is not empirical. No matter how high 

our aspirations may be, if we have hope and embrace faith, our dreams will turn into reality. Faith and hope are the 

driving forces behind all the greatest endeavours that are pursued in this world. They help a person to achieve the 

desired goals. Therefore, every success is possible entrusting faith and hopes to pursue our hardships. When the faith of 

goodness is sowed in the hearts, then that leads to the start of a new life. The Holy Bible quotes, “Fear of God is the 

beginning of wisdom”, therefore we must not fear of credence but if that fear is with good will and there comes a new 

hope which lies in the future world. So let us not fear about this current situation and cherish ourselves into the 

Christmas season and hope for a fresh start in the New Year 2021.
Ms. Annie Vincent

Salim Parveez

                                                                                    (Father of Zaid Ahmed Std. 3B)

Joseph Pillai

(Father of Sherlinne Joseph Pillai Grade. 4A)
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LAYING OF THE FOUNDATION STONE FOR THE NEW SCHOOL BUILDING

        November 25, 2020 was a memorable day 

for Christ Group of Schools, as Very Rev. Fr. 

Thomas Chathamparapil CMI, our beloved Prior 

General with his entire team of General 

Councillors arranged an online meeting with the 

Manager and the team of Administrators of Christ 

Group of schools.

       Our manager Rev. Fr. Paul Achandy in his 

brief welcome speech introduced the activities of 

the various schools and invited Very Rev, Fr. Prior 

general to address the gathering. Based on his vast 

experience in the field of education Fr. General 

motivated the participants by explaining their role 

to be the best models and motivators to the student 

community and exhorted us how to lead the staff fraternity to follow the 'Chavara way of participatory leadership'.

 Coordinator, Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal presented a brief report of the activities of the various schools and 

Principals and Directors of each section shared the special features and news about their section. Forty minutes of the 

meeting was really a lively experience with the encouraging and motivating presence of Rev. Fr. Prior General. Rev. Fr. 

Martin Mallath CMI, General Councilor for the Department of Education, who was our previous coordinator and 

Principal here also shared his experience and views  and proposed vote of thanks.

PRIOR GENERAL & THE GENERAL COUNCILLORS ONLINE 

      The groundbreaking for the 

construction of the new building 

for Christ School (State Board) 
st

began on 1  November 2020. The 

b less ing  and  lay ing  of  the 

Foundation stone were led by Rev. 

Dr. Paul Achandy CMI, Rector 

Dharmaram Collage on November 

12, Thursday, 2020 at 8.30 AM. Let 

us all pray that the Almighty God's 

grace and blessings will be there in 

completion of the building.

Special Reporter



MANAGER’S DAY AND FOUNDER'S DAY CELEBRATION
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 “I will give thanks to you O Lord, with all my heart. I will 

tell of all your wonderful deeds”. (Psalm-9:1)

 Ms. Bilinda Brigitta was the MC of the day. The 

celebration began by invoking the presence of the God 

Almighty with an invocation song, followed by lighting of the 

lamp by the dignitaries. Rev. Fr. Martin Onasseril, CMI vice 

Principal, Christ School extended a welcome note to the 

gathering. Thereafter the school choir added to the festive 

mood with a festal song. 

 We were delighted to have Rev. Dr. Paul Achandy, 

CMI, Manager of Christ Group of Schools and Rector of 

Dharmaram College as the Chief Guest of the Day, who 

enlightened us with his thought-provoking speech. It was 

overwhelming to have Rev.Fr. Mani Kadplackal CMI, 

Administrator Dharmaram College amidst us. Ms. Betty Biju 

felicitated Rev. Dr. Paul Achandy, CMI,on behalf of the 

teachers. 

 'GuruVandana' a group dance led by Mr. Ramesha 

highlighted the significance of the teachers in imparting 

knowledge and wisdom, which was followed by the felicitation 

to Rev. Dr.Paul Achandy CMI, by Rev.Fr. Nilson Pallisery CMI, 

Principal Christ School ICSE in a beautiful manner and 

highlighted the qualities of Rev.Dr.Paul Achandy CMI, with the 

virtues of St. Chavara.

 The presence of Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjikal CMI, 

Principal Christ School,  Rev.Fr Anthony Payyapilly CMI, 

Principal Christu Vidyalaya, Rev. Fr. Augustine Payyampallil 

CMI, Principal Christ School Kengeri, Rev. Fr. Martin 

Onasseril, CMI, Vice-Principal Christ group of Schools, Rev. Fr. 

Reji Koodapattu CMI, Finance Administrator of Christ school, 

Rev. Fr. Nijo Palatty CMI, Vice-Principal Christ School Kengeri 

and Rev.Fr. Fenil CMI, Director of Christ Special School 

uplifted the spirit of the celebration and made it meaningful and 

memorable. 

 The celebration came to an end with the vote of thanks  

delivered by Ms. Swarganita. Thereafter a high tea was 

arranged for guests and teachers. It was indeed a day to 

cherish which had created manifold memories.

Ms. Swarganita 
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 Celebration has no barriers. Christ School celebrated      
thChildren's Day on 14  of November virtually. This special day 

is celebrated to pay tribute to the legendary freedom fighter 

and our first Prime Minister Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru popularly 

known as 'Chacha Nehru'. Christ School teachers performed 

various performances for the christites in order to express their 

love and care for them. Ms. Arockia Anisha welcomed the 

students to the virtual celebration by giving a brief intro on the 

purpose of celebrating Children's Day. The Choir group of 

teachers invoked the presence of God by a prayer song. Mr. 

Babu Joseph shared his thoughts of our first Prime Minister 

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and the significance of Children's 

Day. A stunning dance performance was performed by our 

Primary and Middle school teachers. Our Principal Rev. Fr. 

Sebastian Elanjickal CMI addressed the student's community 

by wishing them happy and joyous Children's Day and blessed 

them. He assured that Christ School provides them the ample 

opportunities for their holistic growth by following the legacy 

inherited from the founder St. Kuriakose Chavara. Joshna D 
th

from 9  E expressed her sincere gratitude to the Christ School 

management and the teachers for the wonderful Children's 

Day celebration.

                                                  

CHILDREN'S DAY CELEBRATION

NCC REPORT
The NCC troop of Christ School actively participated in various online events which were 

held in the month of November. HQ DG NCC set up a NCC Digital Forum for NCC 

cadets to share our experiences, opinions and suggestions. Cadets were asked 

to either shoot video or write poems and articles on the various topics like Skill 

Development, Tree Plantation, Clean India Green India, Constitution Day, 

Vijay Diwas, Fit India, Patriotism etc. Another event in which our cadets took 

part was 'Swachta Awareness' program. As part of this awareness program, 

cadets took part in poster making, rangoli etc. and also attended webinars. We 

the cadets are utilizing our time productively by attending various online events to 

improve our skills and knowledge.

Jusni George , Std. IX B 

     Mr. Canute Montero



th
 Principal's Day was celebrated on 20  Jan 

2021, on Feast day of St. Sebastian who is his 

heavenly patron. The event began with a prayer 

service in which the extra ordinary faith and courage 

of St. Sebastian was reminded.

The members of staff gathered together with all the 

Principals of Christ Group of Schools and 

Administrators, in the Chavara Auditorium thanking 

God Almighty for all his blessings upon our 

Coordinator/ Principal. Rev. Fr. Sebastian lighted the 

lamp signifying the obeisance to God the creator. A 

skit was performed by the teachers based on the 

topic 'God's  Call'.

 “I chose you and appointed you that you 

should go and bear fruit, and that your fruit should 

abide.”  (John 15: 16)

8



 Every day is a good day to celebrate God's 

wonderful works, but this day was more special 

and opportunate. The entire Christ Fraternity from 

the Christ Group of Schools felicitated our beloved 

Principal Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal CMI  with 

words of appreciation, flowers and gifts. Teachers 

from Christ State and CBSE Boards made this day 

more memorable to Principal by performing a few 

cultural events which were well acknowledged and 

appreciated by Fr. Sebastian in his reply. Father 

expressed his love and gratitude to all the teachers 

and other non-teaching staff members who worked 

behind the screen to make this event so wonderful. 

The celebration culminated by hosting the Christ 

Fraternity with delicious food.

Ms. Suma

9
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 On November 3rd, the Catholic 

Church celebrates the feast of St. Martin 

de Porres. Vice Principal's day was 

celebrated virtually through MS Teams 

app honouring our Vice Principal, Rev.Fr. 

Martin, CMI on the same day. The 

celebration was graced by Rev. Fr. 

Sebastian CMI, Coordinator of Christ 

Group of Schools and Principal, Christ 

School; Rev. Fr. Reji Koodapattu CMI, 

Finance Administrator; Rev. Fr. Nilson 

Davis Pallissery CMI, Principal, Christ 

School ICSE; Rev. Fr. Anthony Payyapilly 

CMI, Principal, ChristhaVidhyalaya; and 

Rev. Fr. Fenil CMI, Director, Christ Special 

School. Fr. Martin's Parton Saint is Martin 

De Porres who is called an Apostle of 

Charity and Social Justice. St. Martin is 

also known as the patron saint for race 

relations and barbers. The celebration 

began with the welcome address by Ms. 

Queen Mary. The festal song was sung by 

Deeksha from X D along with Mr. Mithun, 

Music teacher. Fr. Martin, the star of the 

day was felicitated by Mr. Babu Joseph. 

He highlighted the great works done by 

our Vice Principal in the school in Wardha, 

Maharashtra.  Ms. Akhila compared Fr. 

Martin to a butterfly and said, “A butterfly 

never does anything to attract people, but 

people get automatically attracted to its 

colourful wings”. Fr. Nilson shared his 

thoughts about our Vice Principal that he 

is humble and spiritually strong. Fr. Reji 

addressed Fr. Martin that he is dedicated 

and committed person in his entrusted 

duty. Fr. Sebastian addressed Vice 

Principal by relating to the characteristics 

of St. Martin de Porres. Fr. Martin thanked 

everyone for the greetings on his feast 

day. The celebration came to an end with 

a vote of thanks by Ms. Seema. 

Ms. Bilinda

FESTAL GREETINGS TO OUR BELOVED VICE PRINCIPAL
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nd The 72  Republic Day was celebrated 

in Christ School. Our school teaching and 

non-teaching staff members had done an 

excellent work in organizing and arranging the 

programme in an artful way. The event was very special for the 

students, as their representatives  participated in this programme 

despite of the pandemic situation. The NCC cadets and Scouts and Guides 

volunteers led Guard of Honour and welcomed the Principal with their dignified 

parade. After which Father hoisted the national flag remembering the Nation's 

struggle for democracy and self respect. Principal addressed the gathering with 

patriotic message and advised us to uphold the constitution as our supreme rule, and follow the principles of 

integrity, fraternity, as one nation, celebrating the principle of 'Unity in Diversity', which  our forefathers 

handed over to us. One student each in English and Kannada spoke well of  the greatness of Republic Day 

and Freedom of our Nation.  The participation of the NCC and Scouts and Guides members added colour 

and vigour to the celebration. 

11

REPUBLIC DAY

Ms. Nivedha N



Amidst the present 

p red icaments  w i thou t 

losing the essence of Christmas, 

shredding rays of hope and love, the 

Christ Group of institutions joined hands and 

hearts together for the celebration of Christmas on 
nd

22  December 2020 with great fun and frolic. The august 

celebration witnessed the presence of the principals and 

administrators of Christ Group of Schools, Coordinators, Teachers and the 

virtual presence of the whole Christ school family on YouTube live. A thought 

provoking introduction and welcome note by Ms. Angel Mary led everyone to a festal mood. 

The invocation song by Christ Kindergarten elevated the minds and souls to the heavenly 

Jerusalem. Rev. Fr. Nilson pallissery CMI, Principal Christ ICSE School welcomed all the fathers who 

graced the occasion, with a special note on the new guiding stars; Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal, Coordinator of 

Christ Group of Schools and the Principal of Christ State and CBSE and Rev. Fr. Martin Onasseril CMI, Director of Christ 

Kindergarten and Vice principal of Christ Group of Schools.  The heavenly melody of Christ ICSE raised the spirit of the 

celebration to yet another level. Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal CMI, rendered a thought provoking Christmas message saying that 

Christmas is celebrated all over the globe, irrespective of religion, race, caste and creed. Further, the carol singing by Christha 

Vidyalaya mesmerized our ears and made us to feel at the company of the 

angels and the shepherds. Ms. Rincy David through her season's greetings 

conveyed how the Chrism Mass turned to become the modern Christmas 

celebration. The Christmas skit enacted by Christ state and CBSE 

schools reminded everyone of the need to have a kenosis. And the 

arrival of the Santa, initiated by Christ special school brought 

the celebration to its fulfilment. The program came to a 

closure by a word of gratitude extended by Ms. 

Niveda N followed by sumptuous 

refreshment.

12
                                                                         Mr. Babu Joseph



CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION WITH THE SUPPORTING STAFF

 Christmas is a time of love, peace and joy. It is also a 

time to celebrate God's love for humanity.

 The non-teaching staff members celebrated 
rdChristmas on 23  December 2020. The programme was 

graced by the presence of our beloved Principal, Rev. Fr. 

Sebastian Elanjickal CMI, Vice Principal, Rev. Fr. Martin 

Onasseril CMI and Finance Administrator, Rev. Fr. Reji 

Koodappattu CMI. This was something  special of this kind, a 

celebration with the fathers and admin staff members.  Mr. 

Maria Susai accorded a cordial welcome to the dignitaries 

and the colleagues. Principal, Vice Principal and Finance 

Administrator together cut the Christmas cake. Admin staff 

members engaged the gathering with Christmas carols. Mr. 

Praharsha Mukundan felicitated all the dignitaries and 

addressed the gathering with a beautiful message on the 

reason of celebrating Christmas globally. Non-teaching staff 

members presented Christmas greeting cards to all the 

fathers and wished them Merry Christmas and Happy New 

Year 2021. On behalf of the Management, Principal gave the 

message and presented the Christmas gift to all the 

members. Mr. Nagesh Kumar PRO delivered the vote of 
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Mr. Maria Susai P



    The real message of Christmas is not in the presents we 

receive but in the presence of Jesus Christ amidst us. 

      This year Christmas was celebrated by students and 

teachers online. Rev. Fr. Sebastian, Principal in his 

message greeted the staff members and students. A 

YouTube video comprising of a beautiful skit, carols and 

Christmas messages by Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal, 

Principal, Rev. Fr. Martin Onasseril, Vice Principal and 

Rev. Fr. Reji Koodapattu, Finance Administrator were 

present to greet and wish the students and parents. Each 

class students with their class-teachers and subject-

teachers ushered the spirit of the Christmas season with 

Christmas carols, Santa Claus dances and words of insight 

from the teachers. The programmes concluded with all the cherishing moments spent by the students with their 

classmates.
 Ms. Betty Biju

TH
7  STAFF MEETING REPORT

 The Seventh Staff meeting for 

the academic year 2020 - 21was held 
thon Saturday, 12  Dec 2020.

        A few suggestions were collected 

from the class teachers during the 

parent teacher interaction were 

mentioned by Mr. Thomas S T High 

school coordinator. Rev Fr. Sebastian 

Elanjickal CMI, our Principal guided 

us on the importance of active 

participation of teachers in all the 

school programs, modest dress code 

for teachers during the online classes. The discussion continued by appreciating the teachers and management for their 

consistent work in both scholastic and non-scholastic events during the pandemic. The meeting came to an end by 

exchanging the Christmas season's greetings and announcing the Christmas vacation dates.

FESTIVITIES @ CHRIST SCHOOL
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TEACHERS’ SEMINAR

 “The humble man is the 

greatest among men”  
                     St. Kuriakose Elias Chavara

 A seminar on St. Chavara 

was conducted for the teachers of 
th

Christ School on 9  January 2021 

at 9 AM in the Christ School 

Chavara Auditorium. The seminar 

began with an inauguration 

ceremony by Rev. Fr. Paul Achandy 

CMI, Rector, Dharmaram College 

and Manager of Christ Group of 

Schools. The main motive of 

seminar was to know more about 

the spiritual life and reforms of St. 

Kuriakose Elias Chavara.

 M s .  N i v e d h a  g a v e  a n 

introduction about St. Chavara 

and welcomed the gathering. The 

first session was presented by Mr. 

Anil PM on St. Chavara as a 

visionary reformer and how he 

l i v e d  a h e a d  o f  h i s  t i m e  b y 

reforming the education. A mime 

was performed by Ms. Angel Mary 

and team which emphasized on 

good upbringing.

 The second session was 

presented by Mr. Babu Joseph on 

St. Chavara as a prolific writer and 

a spiritual leader. The third session 

of the seminar was presented by 

Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal CMI, 

and he advised the teachers’ 

community ‘to be better’ and to 

excel in all the things they do in life. 

He also said that excellence is 

everyone's birth right and we are 

not competing with any one else, 

but with our previous self. It is not a 

destination but it is a continuous 

journey  from ‘being’ to become 

and from good to great. The 

seminar ended with vote of thanks 

by Ms. Mahimaimary Selvaraj.

Ms. Mahimaimary Selvaraj
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and from good to great. The 

seminar ended with vote of thanks 

by Ms. Mahimaimary Selvaraj.

Ms. Mahimaimary Selvaraj
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STAFF UPDATING PROGRAMME
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HS & MS

 A one day programme of staff updating was held on 13, November 2020, in two sessions, for the Middle School & High 

School staff in the morning and for the staff of the State Board Primary Section and CBSE, together in the afternoon.

 Ms. Betty Biju anchored the first session held in Chavara Auditorium. The meeting began with an invocation song by Ms. 

Sherine James, followed by welcome address by Miss. Cini Joseph after which Fr. Principal and Vice Principal addressed the 

teaching faculties by thanking them for their presence amidst Covid-19. The subject teacher had a meeting with their respective 

subject coordinators, to plan and evaluate the programme of the year.
Ms. Smitha K. L



 Lower Primary (STATE ) & CBSE
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Training session for the staff of the State Board Primary Section and the 

CBSE Section was held in the afternoon in two sessions.The meeting began by 

invocating God's blessings through a prayer song. Ms. Nishamole George 

delivered the welcome address. Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal CMI, Principal 

introduced himself which was followed by Rev. Fr. Martin CMI, Vice Principal. There 

was a self-introduction by all the staff members as it was the first physical gathering 

of this academic year. Group discussion was held among the subject teachers on 

several topics. After a short break, one teacher from each group presented the 

discussed points. It was immensely an engaging session. Ms. Haidy, coordinator, 

Lower Primary (State) presented the topic 'The general discipline and rules to be 

followed by the staff members'. Ms. Hortesia Mable spoke on the topic 'Commitment 

towards teaching profession'; and Ms. Roselin Castro, coordinator (CBSE) shared 

the programme regarding the upcoming online PTI. Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal 

CMI, Principal presented the theme “The CMI Education Policy- Statement” which 

gave a clear picture about our mission and role as teachers. The programme was 

concluded with vote of thanks by Ms. Hemalatha Puttachari. The whole session was 

enormously useful for the teaching faculties to progress in a better way.

Ms. Roselin Castro  

 The second session of the programme, after the group activities and tea 

break was held in the Chavara Hall. The programme was rich in content with four 

presentations on relevant themes, much significant in our profession.

 Mr. Thomas S T, (Coordinator HS) began his inter active session on the 

significant topic “Professionalism and Commitment in Teaching.” His interpretation 

on the topic filled us all with the insight to gather the meaning of professionalism and 

its implications.  Mr. Venkatesh H R (QMT) interacted on “General Discipline of the 

Campus.” This session enlightened the teachers to inculcate the “Discipline” and 

how to handle the students and parents in the present scenario. The next session 

was on the topic “Co- Curricular Activities of the School” by Ms. Christie Noel (QMT). 

This discussion removed the compartmentalized view of curricular and co-curricular 

activities and helped us to identify the mutual impact on each other.

 Ms. Arun Priya Lal presented the significance of “Soft Skill Development.”  

This session helped to realise, how individual's expertise in soft skills can positively 

impact on 'developing', 'maintaining' and 'strengthening' his/her interpersonal 

relationship. Our experience as teachers also made it easy for us to recollect the soft 

skills. Our beloved Principal Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal CMI helped us to identify 

the implicit connections among the various themes of overall presentations and 

guided us on “CMI Vision of Education.” The staff updating programme concluded 

with the end note on how to implement the discussed topics practically.
             Ms. Uma 
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 On 14  of November, 2020, the new teachers had an orientation program which was held in the Chavara Auditorium. A 

group of 11 teachers, the new entrants in the faculty for the current academic year    attended the program.  The participants  were 

given a brief introduction about the school and its routine  and activities, A campus tour guided by senior teachers was held. 

Followed by personal conference with the Principal. Rev. Fr. Sebastian CMI, Principal. spoke about the role of the teacher in 

moulding the character of the taught on the basis of his presentation of “ Teacher's Creed”. In his presentation he reminded us that 

we are moulding the future citizens of the country, we are leading the way and lighting the candles, and so it is important that we be 

fully aware of the responsibility that is vested upon us. The  meeting was concluded with the vote thanks by Ms. Elgy Anna  Baby.

ORIENTATION PROGRAMME

 FOR THE NEW STAFF

REPORT ON STAFF MEETING IN PREPARATION TO PTI
 A virtual staff meeting was held on the 18th of November to shed 

light on the Parent-Teacher Interaction program. The meeting was 

headed by our beloved principal Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal CMI. 

Ms. Queen Mary began the meeting with an introduction which was 

followed by the invocation song sung by Ms. Sherine James. Ms. 

Smitha KL welcomed our principal and the staff members to the 

Virtual Staff Meeting. Ms. Angel Mary Joseph reported on the online 

training program conducted for the newly appointed teachers. Our Principal Rev. Fr. Sebastian Elanjickal 

listed out the norms to be followed by the teachers on the day of PTI. Later Ms. Nazia Banu wished the 

birthday celebrants of the month and Ms. Sherine James greeded them with a birthday song. The meeting 

came to an end with the vote of thanks by Mr. Justin Kumar.

 Ms. Vijaya Barnabas

ORAL TESTS CONDUCTED IN THE MONTHS OF NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER
 The positive effect of online classes has made teachers and students to learn more about various 

applications and programs. Christ School was conducting Online Classes for the past seven months and 

evaluating the students understandings through conducting 

online Oral Tests. The online Oral Tests were conducted for 

Primary, Upper Primary and High School sections in various 

scheduled timings. Oral Test 2 was conducted in the month of 

Oct and Nov without any difficulties. Oral Test 3 was conducted 

in the month of December before Christmas Holidays. Despite 

network issues students have attended the tests and 

performed well.

                                                                     Ms. Lincy K J

Ms. Angel Mary



 The first PTI meeting for 

the current academic year was 
s theld successfully on 21  

November 2020 through 

MSTeams App. The respective 

class teachers interacted with 

the parents in video call. 

Creative Corner

Our   Young  Artists

Amrutha,  Std. 9D

Bhakti C Patil, Grade. 2C

Hamsa K, Std, 6D

Vaishnavi, Std. 8B

Chirag Deveshy, Std. 5A

Zunera Khan, Std. 5A

Varshini Manya Kumar , Std. 9D
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                      Most of the parents were happy with the online classes and appreciated the efforts taken b the  

            teachers and the management. A few parents had the opinion that written test is also to be held,     

          alternatively. Parents were eager to know about the re-opening of the school and told that students 

are missing school campus and physical classes immensely. Parents were happy that they had a chance to 

interact with the Class Teachers through online PTI meeting.

Ms. Jancy A Thomas  

When people have hope they have faith 

because they hold a belief that says 'I 

believe that the future will be better'. And 

while they have no grounds to "prove" the hopeful 

assumption, they have faith in it. Faith makes all 

things possible and hope makes all things work. 

While faith without hope is possible, hope without 

faith is not. Faith is being sure of what we hope for 

and certain of what we do not see. This is a big part 

of believing in God and even life itself. Hope is 

compelling because it is universal. It crosses all 

human boundaries: age, race, class, gender, 

ethnicity, and religious, political, or any other 

persuasion. Faith is a channel of the living trust, an 

assurance from God that His promises will never 

fail. There is also a famous quote "Where There Is 

Hope, There Is Faith, And Where There is Faith 

There Is Miracle" Hope is to trust in something 

beneficial that could happen in the future. One can 

achieve the impossible by faith and hope. Hope is 

always accompanied by faith.  People need to 

have faith because they need hope. 

Gautham Anish, Grade. VI B
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CHRISTMAS COMPETITION

Mohammed Arhan, Grade.1C
  (1st Place)

Syed Areeb Hamza, Grade. 3B (1st Place)

Chinthala Yuvan, Grade.1F (2nd Place)

Veeravarapu Jyotsnavi , Grade. 2D 
(1st Place)

Impans G S, Grade. 2E (2nd Place)

Ashith Anand Mallige, Grade, 3E
(2nd Place)

Mohammed Huzaif, Grade.4A  
(2nd Place)

Aditya Gopal, Grade.4A 
(1st Place)

EVA ANN, Grade. 6B 
(2nd Place)

MARIA JOSEPHINE, Grade.5B

(2nd  Place)

JOSEPH ZACHARIA, Grade.5C 
 (1st Place)VYBHAV C, Grade. 6B 

(1st Place)
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Navya Nidhi M, Std.9E (1st Place)

Aafiya Tehreen, Std.9C  (2nd Place)

Aishwarya  M, Std. 8E  
(2nd Place)

Sion Wilson. Std.1A (1st Place)

Chandrakanth, Std.3A (2nd Place)

Kanishka  M, Std.3B (1st Place)

Olivia D Souza, Std. 4A (1st Place)

Elizabeth Sebastian, Std.4B (2nd Place)

Emmanuel Tony,Std. 2A 
(1st Place)

Vihaan V Kumar, Std.2A
 (2nd Place)

Ahil  Raza, Std.1B
 (2nd Place)

HERIN, Std. 5C(1st Place)

SANJIT VINCENT, Std. 6C
(1st Place)

ALLAN R MATHEW,Std. 6A
 (2nd Place)

DHARSHINI M, Std. 7E  
(1st Place)

VEDIKA RAGINI, Std.7C
 (2nd Place)

JAI VIKRAM, Std. 5B
 (2nd Place)

DIA ROSE, Std. 8B  
(1st Place)
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